
SECURE BRAND PROTECTION 
AND SENSITIVE PACKAGING

GANTRY BIN/SKIP BIN 
SERVICE  3m - 9m

EXPIRED OR REDUNDANT 
PRODUCTS

HOOK BIN  
SERVICE 10m - 30m

SECURE DOCUMENT 
DESTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION SITE  
WASTE

HAZARDOUS WASTE 
(SOLVENTS, ACIDS, ALKALIS 
AND OTHER CHEMICALS)

MPI BIOSECURITY 
WASTE

LIQUID WASTE MEDICAL AND SHARP 
WASTE

Secure waste solutions  
for businesses that care  
for the environment.  



As New Zealand businesses increasingly recognise the 
urgency of sustainability, the phrase ‘reduce, reuse, 
recycle’ has never been more important. HiTech is 
committed to providing safe, secure, and sustainable 
waste disposal solutions that combine expertise with 
experience.

We take a comprehensive approach to managing waste of 
various types, always striving to recover products for reuse 
and recycling without compromising security. Our team 
is dedicated to advancing technologies that significantly 
reduce the volume of business waste sent to landfills in 
Auckland, particularly for waste products like paper, plastic, 
glass, and aluminium. We focus on increasing recycling and 
reuse of products, and when a whole item is not recyclable, 
we break it down into smaller reusable components 
whenever possible.

With our expertise and passion, we’re confident that together 
we can make a significant contribution to creating a more 
sustainable future.

HOW  
HITECH OPERATES  
At HiTech, our team of waste management experts 
has extensive knowledge and experience in handling 
general, medical and hazardous waste, as well as 
resource recovery. We invest in our people to ensure 
that they remain current with all relevant regulations, 
including Hazardous Substances and New Organisms 
(HSNO), Land Transport Rules, Dangerous Goods, and 
Health and Safety in Employment Acts. HiTech has  
MPI accredited personnel.

Our comprehensive code of conduct and ethics, along 
with 24-hour monitoring of our facilities, ensure the 
privacy and security of all materials under our care. 
We strive to provide top-notch waste management 
services that our clients can trust.

THE PATH 
TO SUSTAINABILITY 

CONTACT US

+64 9 263 8782

316 Neilson Street, Penrose,  
Auckland, New Zealand

www.hitechdisposals.co.nz

Council licensed waste collector and  
facility operator


